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Kanaeâ€™s heart was racing, the heavy drumming almost echoing in his ears. He prayed that

Yuichi couldnâ€™t hear it and continued on casually, as if it were nothing. â€œIâ€™m just taking

your lead. You said that anyone would do, so I thought it might as well be me.â€•Kanae Hayakawa is

pretty, popular, and sought after. What could possibly be wrong with his life? Everything. Though

heâ€™s known as the â€œCool Beautyâ€• of his college, the rumors couldnâ€™t be farther from the

truth! Socially awkward, shy, and a little bit tired of all the attention, Kanae doesnâ€™t know how the

entire school came to view him as seductive, easy, and willing to sleep with both men and women.

Whispers behind his back, propositions for one-night stands, and fanciful rumors ensure that his life,

unlike his supposed sex life, will never be easy. But there is another boy who has become the talk of

the entire college: Yuichi Nagao, notorious womanizer and general jerk. Heâ€™s famous too, and

like Kanae, itâ€™s for all the wrong reasons. Heâ€™s been with more women than he can

remember, and itâ€™s earned him a horrible reputation. Now that heâ€™s dated the entire female

population of the school and made bitter ex-girlfriends of them all, where is he to look for the

occasional bout of casual sex? As fate would have it, Yuichi and Kanae have become fast friends,

and the entire school is talking. What in the world is the Cool Beauty doing with the school jerk?

Yuichi and Kanae arenâ€™t talking, not that words are necessary anywayâ€”these boys speak the

language of the body, so this rumor might not be false after all! Aki Morimotoâ€™s sultry novel

follows the stories of Kanae and Yuichi, both social outsiders looking for someone to please them

sexually as well as accept them for their true selves. As their relationship grows, will they remember

to open up and understand one another? Or will words go unspoken in favor of the pursuit of bodily

pleasure?
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I loved this story it was unique and ALOT of sex. It felt like a guy was telling the story. I thought that

was a nice touch since it is about two guys who fall in love and what would two guys do if they agree

to have sex once and liked it, they would have sex all the time, all day if they could and oh did they

ever! Enjoy!

I turn to this book when I need something sexy. It is sex, sex, and more sex. The other reviewers

are right, there is little plot or character development. But not all stories have to have a fully

developed story. It is what it is. Like the story "Caged Slave", everything is going fine until the

nervous uke jumps to conclusions. Everything is fine again once they talk. Of course if they are

talking openly of their feelings there would be no plot at all. I say just sit back and relax and enjoy

the sex. After all I have yet to read a novel from Japan that doesn't have plot holes the size of tanker

trucks.

"Less talk, more sex"It's the slogan that is stated in other yaoi regarding this book, and it hits the nail

right on the head.Certain parts of the story can be a tad repetitive regarding Kanae's thought

process, but it's nonetheless a hot and steamy read. And the ending is worth a squeal ^_^Totally

worth it for the hardcore yaoi lover

I found this to be pretty good. The characters are a little whiny for my tastes. But the sex scenes

made up for it. If you're looking for a plot though, this isn't for you. It's practically sex every page.

But I enjoyed it for my first yaoi novel on kindle.

I enjoyed this story very much. it wasn't too short and it wasn't too long. it could use more complete

illustrations, and there were a few editing errors where on some lines it wasn't clear who was

speaking, or where one Character was listed as speaking, but it made more sense for the other to



say that line. Over all it was a smurfy read

This is the first yaoi novel I have ever read, and I enjoyed it very much. It was a sweet fun story that

I will reread many times. While deep make you think stories are good too sometimes its fun to just

relax and and read a story like this.

I have read this book at least seven times. This is just purely smut but it's well written. I enjoy

reading it quite a lot I fell in love with Kane's character in all of his insecurities.
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